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Abstract
The city of Greater Cairo contains many areas that are not well exploited, specially which are
located on the Nile façade both inside and outside the city, Especially the Nile façade in the
area of Rawd al-Faraj, but also we find that these uses are competing and have a negative impact
on the Nile façade. Not exploiting them leads to significant economic losses, which, if exploited,
will have a strong economic return Because of its unique economic resources, this place
overlooks directly on the Nile façade . Therefore, through this research we will be exposed to
the knowledge of the uses of the land that was located on the Nile facades in the past and the
most important theories that touched on this subject. Many scientists have taken care of the Nile
façade in order to reach the most appropriate and exploitative uses of this important economic
resource on which some countries are based and rely directly on it as one of the sources of
economic and national income for them. Then learn about the different uses that have been
localized on the Nile facades of some countries, whether at the global level or local. And apply
these results and indicators on the Nile façade in the area of Rawd al-Faraj to see the best uses
that can be suggested on this interface there in order to exploit this interface to exploit the best
so that it has a strong economic and tourism return. Especially since the state in its strategy
tends to exploit these areas, this has become an urgent necessity for every architect or urban
and economic expert to show the importance of these regions and their impact on the economies
of countries.
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